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Abstrat
Three shemes of neutrino mixings (osillations) are proposed. The problems
of origin of angle mixings, with the law of energy-momentum onservation and
disintegration of neutrino as wave poket are solved. These two shemes belong to
mass mixings shemes, where mixing angles and osillation lengths are expressed
via elements of mass matrix. The third sheme belongs to the harge mixings
sheme, where mixing parameters are expressed via neutrino weak harges, as it
takes plae in the vetor dominane model. Using experiments we must deide
whih of these shemes is realized indeed. Analysis of the resonane enhanement
mehanism of neutrino osillations in matter is performed. It is shown that there
are no indiations on existene of this effet. It is shown that the supposition that
the neutrinos are Majorana partiles is not onfirmed by aelerator experiments.
Then only mixings (osillations) between Dira neutrinos with different flavors
without sterile neutrinos an be realized. Using all the present experimental data
and the theoretial results the problem of Sun neutrinos defiit is analyzed. The
onlusion is: the primary Sun νe neutrinos are onverted into mixtures of three
types of neutrinos νe, νµ, ντ in approximately equal quantities.
I. Introdution
In the old theory of neutrino osillations [1, 2℄, onstruted in the framework
of Quantum Mehanis by analogy with the theory ofKo, K¯o osillation, it is sup-
posed that mass eigenstates are ν1, ν2, ν3 neutrino states but not physial neutrino
states νe, νµ, ντ , and that the neutrinos νe, νµ, ντ are reated as superpositions of
ν1, ν2, ν3 states. This meant that the νe, νµ, ντ neutrinos have no definite mass;
i.e., their masses may vary depending on the ν1, ν2, ν3 admixture in the νe, νµ, ντ
states. It is lear that this piture is inorret.
Originally, it was supposed [2℄ that these neutrino osillations are real osil-
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lations; i.e., that real transition of eletron neutrino νe into muon neutrino νµ
(or tau neutrino ντ) takes plae. Then the neutrino x = µ, τ deays in eletron
neutrino plus something
νx → νe + ...., (1)
as a result, we get energy from vauum, whih equals the mass differene (if
mνx > mνe)
∆E ∼ mνx −mνe. (2)
Then, again this eletron neutrino transits into muon neutrino, whih deays
again and we get energy, and et. So we got a perpetuum mobile! Obviously,
the law of energy onservation annot be fulfilled in this proess. The only way to
restore the law of energy onservation is to demand that this proess is the virtual
one. Then, these osillations will be the virtual ones and they are desribed in the
framework of the unertainty relations. The orret theory of neutrino osillations
an be onstruted only into the framework of the partile physis theory, where
the oneption of mass shell is present [3℄-[6℄.
i) If the masses of the νe, νµ, ντ neutrinos are equal, then the real osillation
of the neutrinos will take plae.
ii) If the masses of the νe, νµ, ντ are not equal, then the virtual osillation
of the neutrinos will take plae. To make these osillations real, these neutrinos
must partiipate in the quasi-elasti interations, in order to undergo transition
to the mass shell of other appropriate neutrinos by analogy with γ−ρo transition
in the vetor meson dominane model.
At first we onsider three shemes of neutrino mixings (osillations), then
analyse main mehanisms of neutrino mixings (osillations) and then ome to a
solution of the Sun neutrinos defiit problem using all available experimental data
on neutrino mixings.
II. Shemes of Neutrino Mixings (Osillations)
The mass matrix of νe and νµ neutrinos has the following form:

 mνe 0
0 mνµ

 . (3)
Due to the presene of the interation violating the lepton numbers, a nondi-
agonal term appears in this matrix and then this mass matrix is transformed into
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the following nondiagonal matrix (CP is onserved):
 mνe mνeνµ
mνµνe mνµ

 , (4)
then the lagrangian of mass of the neutrinos takes the following form (ν ≡ νL):
LM = −12
[
mνeν¯eνe +mνµ ν¯µνµ +mνeνµ(ν¯eνµ + ν¯µνe)
] ≡
≡ −1
2
(ν¯e, ν¯µ)

 mνe mνeνµ
mνµνe mνµ



 νe
νµ

 , (5)
whih is diagonalized by turning through the angle θ and (see ref. in [2℄) and then
this lagrangian (5) transforms into the following one:
LM = −1
2
[m1ν¯1ν1 +m2ν¯2ν2] , (6)
where
m1,2 =
1
2
[
(mνe +mνµ)±
(
(mνe −mνµ)2 + 4m2νµνe
)1/2]
,
and angle θ is determined by the following expression:
tg2θ =
2mνeνµ
(mνµ −mνe)
, (7)
νe = cosθν1 + sinθν2,
νµ = −sinθν1 + cosθν2. (8)
From Exp.(7) one an see that if mνe = mνµ, then the mixing angle is equal to
pi/4 independently of the value of mνeνµ:
sin22θ =
(2mνeνµ)
2
(mνe −mνµ)2 + (2mνeνµ)2
, (9)

 mν1 0
0 mν2

 .
It is interesting to remark that expression (9) an be obtained from the Breit-
Wigner distribution [7℄
P ∼ (Γ/2)
2
(E − E0)2 + (Γ/2)2 , (10)
by using the following substitutions:
E = mνe, E0 = mνµ, Γ/2 = 2mνe,νµ,
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where Γ/2 ≡W (...) is a width of νe → νµ transition, then we an use a standard
method [4, 8℄ for alulating this value.
We an also see that there are two ases of νe, νµ transitions (osillations)
[4℄-[6℄.
1. If we onsider the transition of νe into νµ partile, then
sin22θ ∼= 4m
2
νe,νµ
(mνe −mνµ)2 + 4m2νe,νµ
, (11)
How an we understand this νe → νµ transition?
If 2mνe,νµ =
Γ
2
is not zero, then it means that the mean mass of νe partile
is mνe and this mass is distributed by sin
22θ (or by the Breit-Wigner formula)
and the probability of the νe → νµ transition differs from zero and it is defined
by masses of νe and νµ partiles and mνe,νµ, whih is omputed in the framework
of the standard method, as pointed out above.
Another interpretation of Exp. (11) is: If mνe,νµ differs from zero then Exp.
(11) gives probability of νe ↔ νµ transitions. If mνe,νµ = 0, then the νe ↔ νµ
transitions are forbidden.
So, this is a solution of the problem of the of mixing angle origin in the theory
of vauum osillations.
In this ase the probability of νe → νµ transition (osillation) is desribed by
the following expression:
P (νe → νµ, t) = sin22θsin2

pit| m
2
ν1
−m2ν2 |
2pνe

 , (12)
Lo = 2pi
2p
| m22 −m21 |
,
where pνe is a momentum of νe neutrino and Lo is the length of neutrino osilla-
tions.
2. If we onsider the virtual transition of νe into νµ neutrino at mνe = mνµ
(i.e., without hanging the mass shell), then
tg2θ =∞, (13)
θ = pi/4, and
sin22θ = 1. (14)
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In this ase the probability of the νe → νµ transition (osillation) is desribed
by the following expression:
P (νe → νµ, t) = sin2

pit4m
2
νe,νµ
2pa

 . (15)
In order to make these virtual osillations real, their partiipation in quasi-
elasti interations is neessary for the transitions to their own mass shells [8℄.
It is lear that the νe → νµ transition is a dynamial proess.
3. The third type of transitions (osillations) an be realized by mixings of
the fields (neutrinos) by analogy with the vetor dominane model (γ − ρo and
Zo− γ mixings) in a way as it takes plae in the partile physis. Sine the weak
ouple onstants gνe, gνµ, gντ of νe, νµ, ντ neutrinos are nearly equal in reality, i.e.,
gνe ≃ gνµ ≃ gντ the angle mixings are nearly maximal:
sinθνeνµ ≃
gνe√
g2νe + g
2
νµ
=
1√
2
≃ sinθνeντ ≃ sinθνµντ . (16)
Therefore, if the masses of these neutrinos are equal (whih is hardly probable),
then transitions between neutrinos will be real and if the masses of these neutrinos
are not equal, then transitions between neutrinos will be virtual by analogy with
γ−ρo transitions. In this approah we an hardly see neutrino osillations, though
it is possible, in priniple.
Probably, a more realisti type of neutrino transitions is the third one sine
osillations an arise by a dynamis. Exatly the third type of mixings is real-
ized through dynamial harges gνe, gνµ, gντ of neutrinos but not through neutrino
masses. Nevertheless, we must get an answer to the question: whih of the above
three types of neutrino osillations is realized in the Nature?
III. Mehanisms of Neutrino Osillations
III.1. Impossibility of Resonane Enhanement of Neutrino
Osillations in Matter
Via three different approahes: by using mass Lagrangian [5℄, [9,10℄, by using
the Dira equation [5, 11℄, and by using the operator formalism [12℄, the author
of this work has disussed the problem of the mass generation in the standard
weak interations and has ome to a onlusion that the standard weak interation
5
annot generate masses of fermions sine the right-handed omponents of fermions
do not partiipate in these interations. It is also shown [13℄ that the equation
for Green funtion of the weak-interating fermions (neutrinos) in the matter
oinides with the equation for Green funtion of fermions in vauum and the
law of onservation of the energy and the momentum of neutrino in matter will
be fulfilled [12℄ only if the energy W of polarization of matter by the neutrino
or the orresponding term in Wolfenstein equation [14℄, is zero (it means that
neutrinos annot generate permanent polarization of matter). These results lead
to the onlusion: resonane enhanement of neutrino osillations in matter does
not exist.
The simplest method to prove the absene of the resonane enhanement of
neutrino osillations in matter is:
If we put an eletrial (e) (or strong (g)) harged partile a in vauum, there
arises polarization of vauum. Sine the field around partile a is spherially sym-
metrial, the polarization must also be spherially symmetrial. Then the partile
will be left at rest and the law of energy and momentum onservation is fulfilled.
If we put a weakly (gW ) interating partile b (a neutrino) in vauum, then
sine the field around the partile has a left-right asymmetry (weak interations
are left-handed interations with respet to the spin diretion [15, 16℄), polariza-
tion of vauum must be nonsymmetrial; i.e., on the left side there arises maximal
polarization and on the right there is zero polarization. Sine polarization of the
vauum is asymmetrial, there arises asymmetrial interation of the partile (the
neutrino) with vauum and the partile annot be at rest and will be aelerat-
ed. Then the law of energy momentum onservation will be violated. The only
way to fulfil the law of energy and momentum onservation is to demand that
polarization of vauum be absent in the weak interations. The same situation
will take plae in matter. It is neessary to remark that for the above-onsidered
proof it is suffiient to know that the field around the weakly interating partile
is asymmetrial (and it is not neessary to know the preise form of this field). It
is neessary also to remark that the Super-Kamiokande data on day-night asym-
metry [17℄ is
A = (D−N)/(1
2
(D+N)) = −0.021±0.020(stat)+0.013(−0.012)(syst). (17)
and it does not leave hope on possibility of the resonane enhanement of neutrino
osillations in matter.
In means that the forward sattering amplitude of the weak interations has
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speifi behavior.
In the Sun neutrino experiments, it is impossible to distinguish muon and tau
neutrinos sine energies of the Sun neutrinos are less than the threshold energy of
muon and tau lepton produtions. However, we an distinguish these neutrinos on
the Earth-long- baseline aelerator neutrino experiments with neutrino energies
higher than the threshold energy of muon and tau lepton reations. Probably,
suh experiments put an end to the problem of resonane enhanement of neu-
trino osillations in matter (see the strong proof absene of this effet given above).
III.2. Majorana Neutrino Osillations
At present it is supposed [18℄ that the neutrino osillations an be onneted
with Majorana neutrino osillations. It will be shown that we annot put Majorana
neutrinos in the standard Dira theory. It means that in experiments the Majorana
neutrino osillations annot be observed.
Majorana fermion in Dira representation has the following form [1, 2, 19℄:
χM =
1
2
[Ψ(x) + ηCΨ
C(x)], (18)
ΨC(x)→ ηCCΨ¯T (x),
where ηC is a phase, C is a harge onjuntion, T is a transposition.
In the standard theory all fermion are Dira partiles and this theory is gauge
invariane one. Then the supposition that neutrino is a Majorana partile is a
right violation of gauge invariane [6, 20℄.
If, in spite of the above arguments, we put Majorana neutrinos in the standard
theory, there appears two possibilities:
1. If the seond omponent of Majorana neutrino in Eq.(18) is antineutrino,
then the neutrinoless double beta deay will take plae, neutrino will transit into
antineutrino while osillations and then in aelerator experiments we must see
the following reations:
χl + A(Z)→ l− + A(Z + 1), (19)
with relative probability 1/2 and
χl + A(Z)→ l+ + A(Z − 1), (20)
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with the same relative probability (where l = e, µ, τ), sine Majorana neutrinos
are superpositions of Dira neutrinos and antineutrinos.
2. If the seond omponent of Majorana neutrino in Eq.(18) is a sterile neutri-
no, then the neutrinoless double beta deay annot exist, sine the seond om-
ponent has inorret spirality but we an see neutrino disappears at osillations
and then in aelerator experiments we must see the following reations:
χl +A(Z)→ l− +A(Z + 1), l = e, µ, τ, (21)
with relative probability 1/2. The seond sterile omponents of Majorana neutri-
nos in Eq.(18) do not take part in the standard weak interations. Obviously, all
the available aelerator experimental data [21℄ do not onfirm these preditions;
therefore we annot onsider this mehanism as a realisti one for neutrino osil-
lations. Then, in priniple, transition of the Dira neutrinos into of the Majorana
neutrinos an be, but it is only possible at full violation of the lepton numbers,
i.e., at the Grand Unifiation sales (T > 1030 y.).
III.3. Mixings (Osillations) of Flavor Neutrinos
In the work [22℄ Z. Maki et al. and B. Ponteorvo in [23℄ supposed that there
ould exist transitions between aromati neutrinos νe, νµ. Afterwards ντ was found
and then νe, νµ, ντ transitions ould be possible. It is neessary to remark that on-
ly this sheme of osillations is realisti for neutrino osillations. The expressions,
whih desribed neutrino osillations in this ase are given above in expressions
(11)-(17).
IV. A Solution of the Sun Neutrinos Defiit Problem
Before onsideration of this problem it is important to onsider the neessary
data.
The value of the Sun neutrinos flow measured (through elasti sattering)
on SNO [24℄ is in good agreement with the same value measured in Super-
Kamiokande [25℄.
Ratio of νe flow measured on SNO (CC) to the same flow omputed in the
frame work of SSM [26℄ (Eν > 6.0MeV ) is:
φCCSNO
φSSM2000
= 0.35± 0.02. (22)
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This value is in good agreement with the same value of νe relative neutrinos flow
measured on Homestake (CC) [27℄ for energy threshold Eν = 0, 814MeV .
Φexp
ΦSSM2000
= 0.34± 0.03. (23)
From these data we an ome to a onlusion that the angle mixing for the Sun
νe neutrinos does not depend on neutrino energy thresholds. Now it is neessary
to know the value of this angle mixing θνeνµ. Estimation of the value of this angle
an be extrated from KamLAND [28℄ data and it is:
sin2θνeνµ
∼= 1.0, θ ∼= pi
4
, (24)
The angle mixing for vauum νµ → ντ transitions obtained on Super-Kamiokande
[29℄ for atmospheri neutrinos is:
sin22θνµντ
∼= 1, θ ∼= pi
4
. (25)
Now we an estimate the third angle mixing for νe → ντ transitions. The full flow
neutrinos obtained on SNO [24℄ is:
φSNO(νx) = (5.09± 0.44)× 106cm−2c−1. (26)
This result is in good agreement with the following predition of the Standard
Sun Model [26℄:
φSNO(νx) = (5.05 + 1.01(−0.81))× 106cm−2c−1. (27)
This agreement is an indiation on absene of neutrino disappearane, i. e. the
sterile neutrino hypothesis is not onfirmed.
The SNO experiment has measured only the summary flow of µµ + ντ neu-
trinos. Now we must separate these flows. For this purpose we an use neutri-
no mixing parameters obtained on Super-Kamiokande for atmospheri neutrinos
(25), on KamLAND (24) for reator antineutrinos and also the following flow of
the Sun eletron neutrinos measured on SNO [24℄:
φCCSNO(νe) = (1.76± 0.11) · 106cm−2s−1. (28)
In the subsequent onsiderations we will take into aount that in the Sun neutrino
experiments where the measured neutrinos with energy up to 15 MeV, and that
the Earth orbit is not a irular one i.e., the measured values for the Sun neutrinos
are average values.
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So, sine the obtained vauum angle mixing for νe → νµ is lose to the maximal
angle then the sum νe+νµ Sun neutrino flow is a doubled flow of νe Sun neutrinos
φSNO(νe + νµ) ∼= (3.52± 0.22) · 106cm−2s−1. (29)
Then the following remainder of the Sun neutrinos flow is the flow of ντ Sun
neutrinos:
φSNO(ντ ) ∼= φSNO(νx)− φSNO(νe + νµ) ∼= (1.57± 0.49) · 106cm−2c−1. (30)
It is about one third of the primary Sun neutrino flow. Sine the angle mixings of
θνeνµ and θνµντ neutrinos are lose to maximal angles, then we have no reason to
suppose that the θνeνµ angle mixing distintly differs from the maximal one. So we
ome to the following onlusion: on way to the Earth the primary Sun νe neutri-
nos transit in the mixture of eletron, muon and tau neutrinos in approximately
equal quantities:
φSun(νe)→ φSun(ν) ∼= 1
3
φ(νe) +
1
3
φ(νµ) +
1
3
φ(ντ ). (31)
This is a deision of the Sun neutrinos defiit problem at the qualitative level i.e.,
the vauum mixing angles are near to the maximal ones and there are no serious
indiation on existene of sterile neutrinos. Besides there are no experimental in-
diation on realization of the mehanism of resonane enhanement of neutrino
osillations in matter. It is neessary, in subsequent long baseline experiments on
the Earth, to preise all neutrino angle mixings and squared mass differenes of
neutrinos for their using for preise solution of the Sun neutrinos defiit problem.
The problem about existene or absene of neutrino osillations is very important.
IV. Conlusion
Three shemes of neutrino mixings (osillations) has been proposed. The first
sheme is a development of the standard shemes in the framework of parti-
le physis, where problems of origin of angle mixings, with the law of energy-
momentum onservation and disintegration of neutrino as wave poket are solved.
In the seond sheme the angle mixing is maximal. These two shemes belong to
mass mixings shemes, where mixing angles and osillation lengths are expressed
via elements of mass matrix. The third sheme belongs to the harge mixings
sheme, where mixing parameters are expressed via neutrino weak harges, as it
takes plae in the vetor dominane model. Using experiments we must deide
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whih of these shemes is realized indeed. Analysis of the resonane enhanement
mehanism of neutrino osillations in matter is performed. It is shown that there
are no indiations on existene of this effet. It is shown that the supposition that
the neutrinos are Majorana partiles has not been onfirmed by aelerator exper-
iments. Then only mixings (osillations) between Dira neutrinos with different
flavors without sterile neutrinos an be realized. Using all the present experi-
mental data and the theoretial results the problem of Sun neutrinos defiit has
been analyzed. The onlusion is: the primary Sun νe neutrinos are onverted in-
to mixtures of three types of neutrinos νe, νµ, ντ in approximately equal quantities.
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